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Eos
Advance
Versatility built into ergonomics

Specifications



Eos Advance is a 24/7 technical console that 
combines contemporary design with ergonomics 
and high-performance technology.

Design Connectivity Versatility

Eos Advance

Functionality



Eos Advance is specially designed for the most demanding 24/7 
mission critical environments. Simple lines on a firm structure built 
to last and to adapt as technology evolves. 

Design

Functionality

Connectivity

Versatility

Configurable to fit any room and any operator’s positions layout. 
Smart wiring management. Open or closed base. Several cabinet 
options for CPU, KVM, IT equipment. Adjustable monitor mounts 
for complete ergonomic viewing. Sit/Stand option.

Wide range of connectivity options with Power, data and multimedia 
modules.

Customization options: connectivity, dimensions, shapes, corporate 
logo, LED lighting...

Eos Advance



   CPU storage
Independent or structural with variable dimensions to house up to 3 
towers PC´s. It can also be adapted for rack mounting equipment.       

   Drawer cabinet
Available in 3 drawer or filing configurations. 

   Ergonomic Monitors mounts
Possibility of configuring monitors in single or double levels.
Highest flexibility and adjustability. Optimized sightlines.

   Chair (optional)
Exclusive chair for 24/7 enviroments 

   Signage (optional)
LED safety signage.

   Corporate logo (optional)
Backlit custom logo on side legs.

   System Sit / Stand (optional)
Sit / Stand ergonomic option. The electric height adjustable desk can 
be raised and lowered by the simple touch of a button.

CPU storage LED safety
signage
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CPU storage
Detached option 

CPU storage
Structural option

Eos Advance CPU/IT compartments can be adapated depending on the equipment to be installed on the operator's positions and the available space on site. In any case, every 
project is evaluated thoroughly in order to propose the best and more convenient solution for the end user. 

Both in the Structural and in the Detached options, the CPU storage cabinets allow for a proper installation of PCs, KVM and any other kind of IT equipment thanks to its suitable 
heating and wiring management design.

2 Tower PCs 3 Tower PCs Rack Mounted equipment1 Tower PC
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The Rear CPU storage allows for the installation of multiple CPUs and 
IT equipment, providing a technical workplace free of visible cables.

Convenient wiring management design: Easy access to horizontal and 
vertical trays integrated into the structure of the console.

CPU storage
Rear option
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Dimensions:

Connection sockets
(Data, Power, USB...)

Ergonomic and solid 
steel frame 

Smart wiring management 

Modesty Panel (Optional) 

Backlit logo (Optional) 

Structural and
connectivity beam

Surface colors* Metallic structure colors*

White 0085 Anthracite gray 0077 

Surface materials
Phenolic, krion, solid textile board, melamine.

Metal structure materials
Steel

Height: 74cm

Width: 180cm*

Depth: 90cm

*Customizable sizes.

*The colors are standard

RAL 7043 RAL 7021 RAL 9006 RAL 9010 
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